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We live in a sea of interactions. Engaging them with the heart and 
interpreting them with a spiritual eye is an important challenge. The quality 
of our interactions hangs in the balance.  

The following daily reflections provide phrases and images that might linger 
in the human spirit. It is our hope that God will be glorified as you bring 
them alive in your church and neighbourhood.  

The themes for the meditations are taken either from our boarding home 
communities or apply to them. But they also have a wider range and can 
bless relations at our dinner tables or wherever people gather.     

As you move your way through these reflections you might open or close 
each reading with a quiet moment of prayer, or, let the meditation itself rise 
as a prayer to the God who loves you.  

Move slowly through them. Rummage about in them. Perhaps return to a 
meditation more than once in a day. Find fault in them. Rebel. Enter a 
conversation with their words. Worship as you do so. Pray. Sit silently for a 
while, but never settle into these reflections as if they were the final word.  

The pilgrim heart must always be on the move 
growing and refining its vision. 

Spaced throughout the daily devotions are Interludes. These offer small 
coves away from the larger meditations. They explore the pastoral 
implications of art commissioned for our church school curriculum. Some 
days you might just not be able to deal with a longer mediation. This is fine. 
Life can be tiring. Treat yourself with gentle, good humour. These 
meditations are not a pounding marathon. Return to them as you can. 

In all of this, remember you are loved. God is with you, and you have an 
important role to play as you shape this world into a more healing place. 

Grace attends you, and in all things, let God be glorified. 

 

Boarding Homes Ministry, Rev. Rodger Hunter, Chaplain 

Suite 200, 73 Simcoe St, Toronto, Ontario, M5J1W9 

416-992-4987, bhmin@sympatico.ca, www.boardinghomesministry.ca 
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From The Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Jeoffry   by William Ho 

Jeoffry stretches, as all cats will, but in Christopher Smart’s 
poem, For I Will Consider My Cat Jeoffry, his beloved cat presents us 
with a grand vision of Christian living. Therefore Jeoffry’s 
morning stretch is also spiritual. He reaches towards the Divine 
in prayer at the break of day and dedicates all his activities to 
God. 

These daily meditations invite you to stretch towards God and 
neighbour as you dedicate each moment of the day to the Divine. 

In the blessed  and intense union of God, self and friend, 
faithful Christians will taste life in its fullness. 

 



Day 1        Perhaps Life Is About Celebrating God and People 

The room was dim, wearied by constant traffic, and bore that flaking-away quality 
that comes of sustained neglect. Among the sagging and ill-matched furniture 
good friends were chatting. Life was shared. Eyes were met. Then, suddenly, 
quite out of any particular context, one of the boarding home residents said: 

“Perhaps life is all about celebrating God and people.” 

Prayerfully move around in the words. Sift them. Let your imagination taste this 
statement of faith. Feel its temperature. Do you warm to it? Then wonder about 
the person who said it. Was that person ever really celebrated? Or was society’s 
care of this person as ill-conceived and shoddy as the room’s décor? 

This statement of faith has become the motto of our ministry. But it was at risk of 
never being heard. Had no one visited into that home, this spiritual commission 
would never have been received, or shared. Abandonment exacts many tolls. 
Here is a core belief of Boarding Homes Ministry: isolated people, who are so 
often dismissed as unwise, have a great deal to teach us.  

Prayerfully then, let these commissioning words become a sort of backwards map, 
leading you to where celebration is largely absent. The Holy Spirit resides where 
life is flaking away. Could these words help you link up with the Spirit who is 
already waiting there for you?  

The words are also a call to celebration. This sounds easy enough – but if love, 
kindness, generosity, caring, gentleness, tolerance, forgiveness, peacemaking 
were all that simple then this resident would have gotten more! Christian 
celebration involves building radically inclusive communities. It requires 
spiritual discipline. These reflections want to stress that nurturing Christian 
community requires joyful and rigorous devotion. Nurturing community is a calling 
that is beautiful as well as exacting. 

Prayerfully consider where you will take your celebration: 

 With family: godly celebration can deepen family relations. What would 
it look like in the living room and around your dinner table… when there 
are tensions… if someone raises a crisis… if someone is strangely 
silent… if someone is present, but absent… if a family member brings 
forward a joy… how would godly celebration receive those moments - 
and respond? 

 In church: how might celebration of God and community colour your 
church life as you gather with people of varied backgrounds and needs?  

 In the mirror: how would devout celebration of life change how you 
regard the person in the mirror? Prayerfully, and happily, take time to 
affirm that your own life is worth celebrating! It is. It genuinely is. 

At the 2011 General Assembly the home communities of Boarding Homes Ministry 
were presented with the E.H. Johnson Award. It recognized the vital importance of 
forming small group spiritual communities. And here is something extra special, 
the words spoken in that sagging room ended up on the medallion! 

“Boarding Homes Ministry, Celebrating God and People” 



Day 2        Vision with Eyes of the Spirit 

The scene is ancient. A scruffy band of released slaves limps back to their 
homeland. Decades of deprivation have taken their toll and a casual eye would 
notice only a scraggly procession. A prophet, however, might see a deeper truth. 
Isaiah weighs in on the scene with his spiritual eye. Yes, these people have been 
debased, but now they come home accompanied by glory.  

You shall be a crown of beauty in the hand of the Lord, 
 and a royal diadem in the hand of your God.  Isaiah 62:3 NRSV 

World-defying reality is best conveyed in poetry. It is the dramatic otherness of 
poetic language which lets it yield a radical vision of existence. It can pierce the 
layers of blame, caked-on slurs and sad captivities. Prophetic poetry liberates. 

An exercise in love: Picture someone you love. 

Look very clearly. Look as deeply as possible. Look well past the surface 
and beyond all the well-known traits. Now, in the gift of poetic vision, see 
so clearly that you are able to speak this out loud:  

“You are a crown of beauty that is 
held in the hands of the Lord.” 

As you let this spiritually intense language reenergize your mind’s eye, you may 
never see the person in the old way again.  

Feel the security that lies inside these words. God is. God is love. God holds. God 
constantly loves; and this holy care envelopes the person that you also love. 

We know life is fragile. For a moment then, sense the insecurity that might be part 
of your loved one’s life. Many ailments can lay humanity low. Buffeting forces are 
at work. See all this clearly – now also see this person as a jewel. 

Devoutly, let your mind’s eye roam around your family and neighbourhood. 

 Who desperately needs to be revisioned? 
 What part of your world is crying out to be seen differently – and then 

treated differently – as poetic vision releases love? 
 Where can your new spiritual eyesight lead to new life? 
 Can you even look at yourself in a different light? 

Spiritual vision is a life-force. Lovingly cast your eye over people around you, then, 
let your rich vision claim them in a new way. Enjoy this. Delight in this. Pray in joy 
and in praise. 

The spiritual discipline of poetic vision is a wonderfully creative gift and you have 
been commissioned to use it as a powerful tool for building community.  

Relax into prayer. Ease into the poetic language. 
Use it to enrich your personal relationship with God, 

and foster social change. Nurture Christian community. 



Interlude  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Jeoffry   by Sue Miller 

With some trepidation Jeoffry sits outside the chill 

‘warehouse’ where his good friend Christopher Smart is 

confined. The problems he will face in this madhouse will 

be considerable.  

However, Jeoffry is illumined by God’s love and equipped 

in grace to be the very model of Christian ministry – joyful, 

brave, gracious, comforting, prayerful, and worshipful, 

always combating the enemies of justice. 



Day 3        The Illuminated Jeoffry 

There he sits. And he might be excused for feeling apprehensive. In Sue Miller’s 
rendering of Jeoffry the cat he overlooks the grim eighteenth century madhouse in 
which his good friend is held. Jeoffry will join him among the rats and chains.  

In 1760 Christopher Smart was consigned to this madhouse. Smart was an 
established poet and well known in English literary circles. Exactly what happened 
to his health is not clear but he was to spend four years in this horrid place. Smart 
was frightened and lonely and longed for the company of his cat. Eventually, 
Jeoffry was brought to him and Smart honoured his good buddy by writing the 
whimsical, mystical poem For I Will Consider My Cat Jeoffry. (BHM plays off this 
poem in its church school curriculum.) 

The painting captures the bleakness. The countryside is dark and foreboding. 
Shadowy figures are glimpsed in windows. Jeoffry is likely anxious. Still, he is 
brightened by God (represented by the moonlight) and equipped for ministry. 

The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, 
peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, 

gentleness, and self-control.   Galatians 5:22-23 NRSV 

 

Illuminated by these gifts, and accompanied by God, Jeoffry is ready for action. 
The poem presents him as the ultimate caregiver. He prayerfully dedicates his 
daily activities to God and roams the home as guardian, jester, dancer and source 
of peace. He comforts and battles the ‘adversary’. Jeoffry is on the job! 

In concert with the Spirit, consider your own giftedness. Christian-based 
community will bless our families and our congregations. In our neighbourhoods 
people cry out to be met. You have been equipped with gifts. You have been 
commissioned. Ponder alongside God. Where can this all lead? 

Furnish thanksgiving. Your calling is to bring humanity together under the 
umbrella of God’s ethic. Hold this calling, but hold it lightly. Don’t grip it in fear. 
Cradle it gently in your hands. Delight in the mysterious adventure of fashioning 
Christian community in venues where precious holy life has been warehoused. 
You have talents for the task. Devoutly meander through a few: 

 the gift of compassion cannot be developed sitting in front of the TV. 
Compassion is co-suffering. It requires connection… 

 the gift of generosity cannot be refined while relaxing alone and 
munching popcorn on a recliner. It requires movement… 

 the gift of patience  cannot be mastered while hanging out only 
with one’s closest chums. It can only flourish as people move out into 
settings where newness startles and confronts them… 

 the gift of faithfulness is most essential in poorly-functioning places 
where Christians have to rely on faith. Find them… 

 the gift of hospitality        poses a question: is hospitality a greater 
blessing/challenge when extended to loved ones or strangers?  

The gifts for Christian community 
only blossom as Christians move, engage and connect! 



Day 4        Creative Eyes 
 

Eyes have the power to shape life.                                                                      
How a community looks at the world will heal or damage. 

Imagine a face in all its beauty and vulnerability. Push-offs from glaring eyes can 
rub off the features of that face. Nose, lips and chin can be buffed clear away. Still 
further, the scorching blast of hateful looks can dry a face, leaving it cracked up 
like the tiles of a river bed. Eyes have the power to shape reality. 

In our curriculum, the song Creative Eyes explores an idea put forward by Rainer 
Maria Rilke in one of his poems [The Book Of Hours I,I  Trans: Barrows and Macy]. He 
suggests that as the world comes towards us our eyes can ‘ripen’ it. 

Perhaps Christian communities need to openly reflect on what ‘eye’ they use to 
greet creation. So, in all due humility and in all due awareness of your limitations: 
what eye do you employ as you greet the world coming towards you? 

Prayerfully ponder where your eyes have gone over the last week. 

 How did your eyes touch the face of strangers? Then, describe the ‘eye’ 
you use to look on someone on the street asking for money. 

 How did your God-commissioned eyes engage those you love in your 
family and church? 

 What eyes do you employ as you look on someone you disagree with? 
 Describe the ‘content’ of your eyes last week as you faced a mirror? 

In our curriculum, the song Creative Eyes speaks about the anointing power of the 
eyes. The poured out oil of loving eyes can anoint a fragile face. (In the Hebrew 
tradition oil was lovingly drizzled over a person’s head as a symbol of God's 
blessing and presence. Further, oil was poured into wounds to promote healing; 
and even further, oil is used to promote caressing care.) 

Eyes can see with love. Therefore, there is hope. Eyes can look on a person to 
convey forgiveness. They can show delight, glad welcome, and communicate 
concern. Loving eyes will help reconstruct a face buffeted about by life. 

So oil me, Oil me, My love, Anoint me, Come won't you oil me some more; 
 Eyes can create, So take my face, And make my face, And shape my face, 
Ease round my eyes, Twisted from lies, Knead my tired face, I need your 

care. Design me with your lovin' stare. 

Move again into prayer. Reflect on how your eyes shape faces. 
 

 Petition God for even greater warmth in your eyes. Some faces are 
frostbitten from icy receptions. 

 Invite God to make your eyes very open to joy so that you might increase 
the smile of someone who is sharing a great happiness.  

 Pray for kinder eyes. A predatory world has its share of Chiselers. They 
chip away at those who are vulnerable and leave their faces mutilated. 

 
Reshape the world! 



Day 5        Laughter And Holiness 

Look at them! Just look at the lot of them – laughing! Where’s the gravity? Surely 
Christians have bigger fish to fry. Where is the grand parade of sweat-soaked 
heroism with its hard-set jaws and stern fanfares? 

But, hold on. Consider the laughter. See what lies inside it. 

When a community shares a laugh [and it is not the laughter of mockery or derision], 

what fills that moment?       In that glorious little span of time: 

 There is no hatred, thievery, or racism 

 There is joy  

 There is no fear 

 Nobody is demeaned, belittled, or vilified (no small triumph!) 

 No one is being attacked; there is no verbal or physical violence  

 This little moment is a sign of community spiritual health 

Meditate about times when your communities have been                          
blessed by laughter. In thanksgiving let the memories renew you. 

 Laughter lets friends relax. They can freely enter the joy of simply 

being alive in God’s creation. This is a huge gift. 

 Laughter provides a moment beyond the inevitably predictable 

routine of common life. It revitalizes. 

 Laughter brightens life (a great gift, so many are pressed down). 

 This little moment of laughter might even be prophetically 

enormous as it points to humanity’s greater destiny: seeing God 

face to face at the joyful banquet of heaven. 

On this earth there is never any complete expression of God’s realm, but as we’ve 
seen, a little moment of laughter takes us a long way down the road to the quality 
of community that God wants for us.  

Notice the ebb and flow in spiritual life. When healing laughter is shared it makes 
it easier to spread (kindness, gentleness, love, tolerance, joy, goodness, faithfulness; 

Gal 5:22,23) the fruits of the Spirit! But also, it was only the initial practice of these 
spiritual qualities that created a space ‘safe enough’ for the healing laugher in the 
first place!  Community health snowballs as Spirit moves.   

Meditate further: Spend a quiet moment to reflect on your own role within a 

community of godly laughter. You don’t need to be a comedian! (That’s usually all 
forced anyway and unnatural.) You don’t need to ‘cheer sad people up!’ (That’s 
just ugly.) But what if you were simply more of a joyful opportunist?  
 
Prayerfully consider what is at stake. Churches, like all institutions, can tumble 
into pomposity and stiffness. These make hearts go dry. A lot is on the line. 
 

Joy is both a by-product of Christian life;                                                                    
and an instrument for producing holiness. 



Day 6      The Sharpener 

Once upon a morning a watery sun rose in a land of chill 
winds. A figure climbed up from the damp of a ditch and 
limped along under the weight of life. This mist-draped 
stranger carried a hand bell. And as she limped in the 
morning winds the bell chimed out. 

And so it was each and every day at sunrise this mysterious 
figure would scruff its way through the town. Her bell 
would ring in the manner of those who sharpen tools. And so 
hour by hour this stranger extended an invitation: “Look On 
Me”. Few turned. Fewer still moved in close. However, to 
any who would draw near in wonder and in love, this 
threadbare holy pilgrim would sharpen their spiritual vision. 

How quirky of God to draw the eye with scruffiness instead of glitter. How very 
strange of God to sharpen vision through those who have been left all scraggly by 
life. Here are words from a wanderer that might help a community see. 

“If I didn’t delight in God, I wouldn’t still be here.”    Resident 

At first glance, it’s a statement of joy. Press closer. 

In a spirit of devout meditation revisit the words, looking more deeply into them. 
They do speak about delight, and this is good. Spiritual delight is a treasure. 
Christians could do worse than set aside time each day to bask in the joy of being 
loved by God. So, maybe, do it now…  

Still more, the words suggest a difficult past. Peer into the crevices between the 
words where hurtful memories lie crouched. Death was a real possibility. 

A sharpener walks among us, and suggests that delight can save a life. 

Can delight in God save a life? The sharpener proposes that delight has energy. It 
is a life-force. It pulses. It motivates. Delight reenergizes. It restores and heals. 

Spiritual sharpeners always have a troubled past. The apprenticeship is grim. And 
still they come forward to be met. Their wild and windswept faces intrude. 
Sharpeners bring a prickly truth as they offer to widen Christian vision. 

Find a quiet spot to worshipfully consider how you might receive any sharpeners 
who come your way. All of us are tempted to avoid them. Ask God for help.  

Now in further meditation, spend time looking inward. Go through the files of your 
memory. Where have you experienced spiritual delight? Express thanksgiving. 
Covenant with God to seek out such places. And always this, are you willing to let 
shocking people shock you in a new and blessed state of spiritual delight?  

In the gladness of your heart, prayerfully consider 
the role of spiritual delight in your own life. 

Mull all this in your spirit. 



Day 7        Cultivating the Poetry of Spiritual Vision 

Robust language in scripture provides the people of God with a weapon of 
insurrection. The poetry of the prophets is the poetry of defiance. Spirit-poetry 
stands against common, blunted vision which only sees the surface. The 
language of the prophets offers the faithful a new penetrating perspective – a 
spiritual eye – that sees God’s fingerprints even on the commonplace. 

See? In a basement room a person lies motionless in bed. A fractured bone never 
healed properly. It was complicated, but long years ago depression and neglect 
and the great lie of – ‘you’re not worth it’ – all conspired to deny treatment. The 
person lies quite still now. This person barely has a name. Yet  . . . 

The righteous flourish like the palm tree 
they are planted in the house of the Lord 

in old age they still flourish and produce fruit 
still full of sap and green.   Ps 92:12-14 selected lines NRSV 

The defiant vision of prophetic poetry sees a fruitful, life-enhancing child of the 
Creator. When seen with spiritual eyes this person has “standing”. 

The Lord, your God, is in your midst 
he will rejoice over you with gladness, 

he will renew you in his love, 
he will exult over you with loud singing. 

Zephaniah 3:17 selected lines NRSV 

The God of heaven gladly sings over this person. It is God who rejoices! 

Therefore, compacted together in that horrid basement are 

…crushingneglectandGod’slovingsong… 

To miss either this person’s worrisome state or God’s rejoicing would distort the 
scene and lead to a poor response. Vision influences how community is shaped. 

Meditate on these prophetic lines of poetry. Perhaps memorize them. At 

least nestle into them. How can this poetry help you shape community? 

Prophetic poetry screams out for greater justice. It rebels against the slurs, 
abuses, and all the degrading rhetoric of the earth. It rejects the grubby value 
systems of the world which toss aside the ones who do not glitter sufficiently. 
Poor spiritual vision ends up producing intentional neglect.   

Cultivate this poetry in your heart. Plant the seeds. Make it personal. Water the words. 
Let them meander through your heart.  Reflect on the implications of their fruit. 

 Where does this poetry place you within the wonderful geometry of God/friend/self? 

How might they affect your relationship with God and freshen your worship? 

Could God’s poetry haul you off in startling new directions? 

Cultivate 



Interlude  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From The Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Jeoffry  by Diane Hutchings 

Pouncing forward, Jeoffry is ready for action. 

This devout cat is surrounded by the clouds and fire of 

God’s gracious presence. Christopher Smart speaks of a 

fiery intimacy through which God surrounds and 

‘sustains’ both cats and people! 

Ride along in these billowing clouds. You are 

surrounded by them. Let this mystical painting renew 

your heart in joy. 



Day 8        Margery And Empathy, Frailty And Welcome 

   

A prayer from Margery Kempe. (c.1373 – after 1433) in 2000 Years of Prayer, Michael 

Counsell, ed., Morehouse Publishing, 1999. p 168.   Use your imagination to enter the 
circumstances and implications of this prayer. 
 

Lord, why do you make me cry out loud when I am in a public place? 
It causes them to condemn me as mad or stupid, and so they cannot 
see that I am your most faithful servant. In particular, I beg you to 
prevent me from crying during sermons. When I cry listening to holy 
preaching, I have no choice but to run away, so my cries bar me from 
hearing your doctrines. And I fear that one day I will be arrested and 
put in prison, so I will hear no more sermons. If I must cry, please 
ensure that I only cry in the privacy of my bed-chamber.  

 
In your imagination take up the prayer: the year is 1400 and you pace nervously 
outside the local church. Villagers greet friends. The time of joyful worship of the 
Lord is about to begin. But “you” are maybe not so joyful. You are Margery – a 
person of rich faith and eager for spiritual growth, but if you cry out in the service 
you risk getting hauled off to prison. The clergy assemble, dripping in regalia and 
power. They are in charge. Noise intrudes on the oppressive calm of the service. 
Noise gets punished. Enter the story. Take your time. Taste the fear. Feel the 
injustice of maybe getting incarcerated just for “being you”!  
 
Still further, prayerfully stretch your imagination. You are a modern day 
Margery. You are wise, spiritual, devout and prayerful. You hope to profit from 
Sunday service. But something – perhaps mystic zeal, a tempestuous mind, or 
high emotions – may cause you to act in ways beyond your control. 
 
In humble devotion reflect on a modern Christian Sunday morning and the tension 
between individual needs and requirements of the larger congregation. Which has 
priority? Spend some time in a place of no easy answers. 
 

In any congregation, on any given Sunday, there will likely be faithful 
Christians who are afraid in case their ‘inner condition’ seeps out in public! 

 

 Are people looking at you? Squirm.  

 What are they thinking? Squirm a bit more.  

 What would be helpful for you?  

 How could the church make you feel more welcome?  

 What is your heart longing for? 
 
Margery dared to put her heart on the page. She represents fragile Christians of 
every age. Now dare to carry Margery’s heart with you. Feel what she would have 
on busses, in queues, in a pew, in a Bible study, in coffee hour after church...  
 

What would it be like to be in ‘Christian community’ and 
constantly feel on the edge of being unacceptable!? 



Day 9        Awkward Silence 

Oh dear. Oh no. Not a word is said. (Been there?) 
There’s fidgeting, but no words are spoken. Awkward! 

 
A team member gave this advice.                                                                            

A moment of silence is only awkward                                                                   
if expectations are imposed on it. 

Sometimes people are just quiet. In community, that’s okay. Sometimes friends 
are silent because they are ill, or depressed, or their medication weighs heavily on 
them. They can’t help it. And sometimes friends really do want to be part of a 
group but can’t summon enough energy to join the conversation. 

Yes, who doesn’t love it when buddies are all chatty and happy and join in the 
fun? Fun is good. But constant, vibrant engagement is just inhumane! Silence 
doesn’t mean that the quiet person is playing games, or being disrespectful, or not 
holding up their end of the social contract. Maybe silence can liberate! 

Perhaps a silent gathering can become a place of conversion. 

Slowly and prayerfully move through these suggestions to see how they 
might help convert the heart by drawing you closer to God and neighbour. 

 Don’t fight the silence. No flapping about! No. In concert with the silence: 
pray silently for those beside you. Silent moments are an opportunity to 
catch your breath and see God-among-you more clearly.  

 Use the quiet moment to more clearly assess the gathering. Take 
advantage of the stillness to graciously discern the people around you. 
Lovingly consider them. Be kind to what you see. God loves this 
community. Love it yourself more and more. Let this stilled moment 
convert your heart, moving it away from any judgment to acceptance.  

 Use the quiet moment to create a spiritual inventory: look around at the 
people and be thankful for their gifts, their various blessings and talents. 
Become more aware of the stamina, grit and the faithfulness you see. 
Ponder the beauty of these people who are made in God’s image. 

Think of some group you’re part of. Imagine it falling silent. 
Avoid the temptation to fill the silence with small talk. 

 Use the quietness to consider your own role in the community. Do you 
need to be more open? How is your balance of leadership and service? 
Are you open to the ever-changing landscape of this community? 

 Consider the ‘morality’ of the scene. Scan about with your eye to find 
signs of kindness, generosity, sacrifice, humility, or hurtful imbalance, 
posturing hierarchies, or bullying injustices of word and action…. What is 
the morality of the group? Are people being patronized or welcomed? 

 Be liberated by the silence. Lose yourself in wonder. What a 
spectacularly odd gift it is that you are gathered up close with this group 
of people! Swim about for a while in the mystery of it all. 

Perhaps silence is a very good spiritual friend. 



Day 10         A New Architecture 

Here is one form of homelessness: somebody gets bounced, tossed and rudely 
prodded about the streets like some haemorrhaging tumble weed. Here is another 
form of homelessness: somebody does have a home, and many comforts, but is 
beset with wildly scattered thoughts and affections. There is no sure dwelling 
place here either. Our towns and cities generate both hurtful expressions of cruel 
homelessness. Now, bring both conditions into contact with the prophet’s words. 

…behold, I will set your stones with antimony,  
and lay your foundations with sapphire…    Isaiah 54:11 

The prophet speaks of a sure foundation within God’s love. This is startling 
language. The retina has to be stretched to take in the width of this multi-levelled 
scene. There is both human rootlessness, and, a solid grounding on sapphire. 
The prophet’s words refuse to let Christians ignore God’s involvement in every 
social, economic, spiritual and emotional expression of human homelessness.  

A meditation: choose some images from the news about people in distress. First, 
let your prayerful heart go out to them. They are more than just fodder for gossip, 
they are real. Be moved by them and their situation. Then, with eyes of the Spirit, 
revision them in God’s love. Again, be moved by them. Be defiant. Refuse to let 
your vision be limited.  Pay close attention to their physical state. How are their 
lives scattered? What brutal forces are at work? See what needs justice. But 
refuse to grasp only their outward condition. Yes, see it clearly, indeed, be hurt by 
it. Then expand your vision and see the foundation of sapphire. The Prophet 
provides a new architecture of existence.  

Do you live inside this new architecture? Have you seen the plans of the ‘home’ in 
which you spend your days? Bits of it might well be flying about in the gales. Still, 
in its most solid truth, it stands unshakably on antimony. Two realities… 

Focus on yourself. Turn your mind’s eye more and more inward. Look 
closely. And please look graciously on yourself. This is not an exercise in 
condemnation. It is a time to hone your spiritual vision to let you see that you also 
rest on God’s foundational love. Over the years many a vortex has passed over 
you. Fragments of life can lie strewn about. Catalogue your fragments. Then, in 
defiance, refuse to be completely defined by them.  

Spend time in self-reflection. God’s love for you proves you are worth it. Hang 
on to this! Much of your self-image hinges on this. Pour prophetic poetry over 
yourself. Slosh about in it. Let the gift of prophetic vision draw you closer to God’s 
generous love. Worshipfully inspect your foundation of sapphire.  Praise. 

Now, suppose you took this visionary architecture out for a stroll. You invest 
energy in many settings and groups. Where can these communities use poetic 
insurrection? What gales have come over them? Where is God within all the 
swirling movements? See both solid divine presence and swirling debris.  

Confidence in this spiritual architecture might launch  
new justice ministries and fresh joyful gatherings. 



Day 11     Icons Of The Spirit Of Poor Care  

Over the centuries Christian art has produced icons. Gold leaf was placed around 
the figures to make visible the invisible Spirit which resided with them. Today’s 
meditation suggests that there can be another sort of icon, a sad one. It will not 
point to the gracious, caring Spirit of God, but rather to a different spirit, a bad 
ethic, a cruel morality, that results in poor care for human beings. Here is an 
example of this kind of fraudulent icon which makes visible an ill spirit. 

It was never a big room. It got narrowed even further by a new, 
lumbering great fake fireplace. It even had its own logs. But it 
was a fake fireplace. It could never warmly gather people 
around in this brutally false “home”. And then, like some toxic 
cherry on the cake… one day a vase of garish plastic flowers 
appeared on the mantle!  Home sweet home. 

Prayerfully meditate on false icons that point to an invisible, foul, malevolent, 
inhumane, ungodly spirit that can lie behind the tenth rate treatment of humanity. 
We are not talking here of a spirit in the sense of the demonic. No, no, these icons 
direct the gaze to a hideously degrading spirit, a heartless spirit that lies at the 
heart of some homes. Carefully, prayerfully, navigate some icons of poor care.  

Nothing says “Home” like a padlocked fridge.  

Nothing says “Comfort” like a couch with no cushions. This 
couch even had a ferocious spring poking up from the frame 
ready to skewer a sitter. No one could use this false couch. It 
just sat there pointing to a malevolent spirit beyond itself.  

In the groups you attend read the icons of poor care.  As a 
spiritual discipline keep an eye on them. Wrong-spirited icons 
abound in all places of neglect or mockery. In one ‘home’ where 
the regular food was simply awful there appeared a beautiful, 
and forever empty fruit basket. Empty. Always empty. Forever 
empty. Empty-without-end. Amen. An icon. 

Living in community means learning to walk carefully among the icons. 
They are tipoffs that point to the inhumane ethic that lurks behind them. 

Are you part of a community which advertises “Everybody Welcome”, when you 
know it’s not true? In a spirit of contrition, are you part of the problem? No one’s 
heart is perfect. Do you ever feign concern so skillfully that  it passes for 
compassion? I have. Have you presented such a well-crafted glib response that it 
passed for loving-kindness? I have. Have you ever constructed false warmth as 
you pretended to be welcoming? I guess we all have produced icons of poor care.  

Our personal little offerings of plastic flowers point to our limited love. See them 
for what they are. Expose them. Then toss them!  Love better. Yes, hope can 
spring from plastic flowers! 

Fraudulent icons point to a dangerous spirit. Be alert, be wise, beware. 



Interlude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Jeoffry   by Lindsay A. Veh 

At close of day Jeoffry looks out over the garden of the 
madhouse. He is surrounded in flowers, stars are coming out 
and the world is at peace. 

Here is an image of idyllic calm. Jeoffry well knows that the 
home has its share of rats and that there is an ‘adversary’ 
which must be battled. The heroic cat is keenly aware that 
sometimes peace is hard won. Rest comfortably in the peace 
of this garden. And remember that new every morning will 
be challenges for justice. God goes with you. 

 



Day 12        A Contrary Roadmap  

What if you spent time in places contrary to God’s character? 

God is Freedom  seek out places of captivity 
God is Peace  go where life’s pressures create frantic turmoil 
God is Joy  go where people are saddened by abuse  
God is Glory   go into places where humanity is humiliated 

Prayerfully engage the questions that naturally rise from this exercise. Why bother 
following this very odd roadmap? What would you do once you arrived?  

Perhaps community is furthered through action and praiseful proclamation. 

 First, spend a moment to rejoice over the qualities of God mentioned 
above. Celebrate them. God is good and craves a world that shapes 
itself around the Divine character.  

 You are called to joyfully represent God. Settle into your high, holy 
calling. As you move through any day promote the nature of God. 

 As you go into places contrary to God’s character, love the people who 
are consigned to live there… 

 Faithfully work to bring alive the qualities of God’s character through 
pleading on behalf of those who are afflicted. Bring comfort and care. 
Creates a profound and joyful lifestyle. 

Now allow yourself time to worshipfully explore this expression of Christian life. 

In the same manner consider these additional characteristics of God and how you 
might intentionally travel into places where their opposites hold sway...  

God is Healing  somewhere near you lives are being torn 
God is Generosity lives are callously delivered into poverty 
God is Love  go where humanity is slashed by neglect 
God is Hospitality go where people are rejected 

Now consider proclaiming God’s character in places where it is largely absent. 

 When Christians venture into sad, contrary places they have the great 
privilege of announcing the character of God. This is an act of worship. 

 In a place where there is no love, announce that God is Love. Then work 
towards a communion which expresses love in abundance. Both 
activities are acts of worship and acts of community building. 

 
Consider this. One of the great privileges of faith is to proclaim                                    
God’s character in settings where there is no evidence of it. 

There is a lot here to meditate on. The hope is to draw you closer to God and 
neighbour. Take your time. Revisit the page a few times today.  

Discipleship can flow like this: note the character of God, rejoice and praise. Then 
seek out places contrary to these qualities and proclaim God’s character in them. 
Then labour to spread God’s character there so that healing union is nurtured.  

Perhaps God invites you to journey into contrary places. 



Day 13        Therefore Christian Community Is… 

In light of our meditations this far, Christian community is… a deliciously 

disturbing landscape in which love tries to carry the day. Those who persecute are 

blessed and prayed for, enemies are loved, and all human vengeance is gone. 

The topsy-turvy terrain of holy Christian community bobbles with no sure worldly 

footing as it rejects the values of the world. Members give to anyone who asks, 

and freely loan to those who will never repay. Holiness is transacted. Christian 

community is better than serene; it is clogged with interruptions, distractions, 

noise and commotion and boundless infuriations since that’s all most people can 

bring along with them. It is glory and beauty. It is grubby and foul. Christian 

community has new yardsticks and now bright glory shines in settings of mire. 

Infinite value is affirmed in those choking on bitter rejection, and community 

delights in those who have been pushed aside for being far too soiled. There are 

hurts that heal, and bumps that cure. Christian community involves dancing with 

flagrant paradox. Holiness is transacted. Christian community gathers in spiritual 

expectation, believing that God is active and present. Community in Christ is 

honest: there is sin, and ongoing sin, and sin again tomorrow, and forgiveness – 

forgiveness spread bountifully, along with bright laughter, adoration and 

thanksgiving. Christian community is a God-given, free-flowing pilgrimage 

designed to affront the mean, self-absorbed, homogeneous gatherings of any 

society that would love and cherish only its own kind. Christian community is 

burps and grease, streaming praise and light spirits. Christian community counters 

the clamp of death and promotes a life of rich care. Holiness is transacted. 

Christian community sees, and lives, beyond itself. Christian community is God’s 

arena for reclaiming humanity into the fold of integrity and sacrificial love. It is, for 

the numberless famished of this earth, a much-desired foretaste of heaven’s 

banquet. And still (how unbearable) Christian community too often lies prostrate – 

pleading – urgent, sad and beckoning – waiting for lives to fill it. 

Maybe Christian community isn’t some towering edifice gleaming in the sun, 

antiseptic, gorgeous, like some grand marble hotel where the chic find rest.  

Perhaps Christian community is more a risky place of welcome where ragamuffin 

humanity might squeeze in out of the drizzle.   



Day 14        So What Is A Good Community Moment? 

Happy team members step out of boarding homes and say, “That was a great 
visit!” But given the quirkiness of Spirit-communities – what is a good/bad visit?  

It is tempting to think a good visit is one in which events run smoothly and folks 
are glad. [Hey, that’s not all bad!] Joy has a prominent place in any Christian 
community. But if peace and quiet are used wrongly they smother any other 
community matters. Then maybe peace and quiet are warlike and disquieting!  

Good or bad visit? What if this showed up at a well-catered feast?  

“We get swept under the rug like we’re a piece of dirt. 
They brand us. They curse us. 

They don’t treat us like people because we’re mentally ill.” 

Move gingerly and let the words settle into your heart. They tear away calm.  

“Rejoice with those who rejoice, weep with those who weep.” 

Romans 12:15 NRSV.  And more emphatically, “If one member suffers, all 

suffer together with it, if one member is honoured, all rejoice 

together with it.” 1 Corinthians 12:26 NRSV   

Paul appeals for appropriateness. Christians are invited to discern situations, and 
then, initially respond in a way that is fitting. So, perhaps the best initial measure 
of good community interaction is this: appropriateness in the moment. 

It’s a lot to ask. Community can be a stern test of the Christian heart and mind.  

Meditate on holy appropriateness. What will help you express it more fully? 

Maybe, letting go of self-interest, being more open, being more alert…. Yes. So, 
slowly consider your own godly role in nurturing community relations through a 
discernment of each moment. 

Return to the quote above. Someone has been degraded, and is rightly upset. 
Scripture invites a community to suffer in sync. Of course, this can’t be exactly the 
same suffering. The insult was only just offered to one person. The joint-suffering 
Paul recommends moves the community into an interior suffering of the heart. It 
means letting the mind receive the insult and become agitated, outraged, and 
offended, and hurt.  

In much the same way, when we open our hearts and minds to receive the joy of 
a friend, we have to be ‘cleared’ and ‘freed’ from personal interests to make room 
for a friend’s happiness. Given the pressures and ailments of our lives, even 
receiving another’s joy can be no mean task, but when we do, we’re appropriate. 

Now, slowly, petition God for the spiritual skills to become more able to enter each 
community moment in a godly and appropriate way. Communion will be nurtured.  

Being appropriate in the moment is a gift; it is an ‘opening’. There will be 
time later to explore wider options, but being appropriate in those initial 

minutes will let you draw closer to God and neighbour. 
 



Day 15       Till The Glue Unbinds 

Based in unconditional love Christian community strives to be inclusive and 
spread a generous welcome. On Day 13 you considered just some of the wider 
varieties of human expression that Christian community must embrace. So is it 
any wonder that no one ever does Christian community perfectly? Could anybody 
ever even do it really, really well?  

Therefore, in humility and in a kindly, light spirit, face your limitations. In our 
church school curriculum there is a song which tries to help Christians consider 
the inevitable limits on their love. In the song explores a relationship. A couple are 
in love. Then, one person experiences mental illness. His partner leaves and he 
sings out his complaint. He feels very hard done by. How could she! He 
adamantly maintains that his love would never fade even if she totally left him! But 
as the song progresses he becomes less and less certain of his undying love. And 
by the close of the song his words are unsure: he would love her forever; but then 
also, he would love her just until she leaves. 

Our song is loosely plays off the romantic masterpiece by Robert Burns, My Love 
Is Like A Red Red Rose. In that song love is forever undying. This is a wonderfully 
romantic image, but how close to real life can it be? The song in our curriculum is 
not about fantasy. It is certainly not about blame. It is about honesty. It simply 
points out that human love is not infinitely strong and sometimes, under the huge 
pressures of mental illness, love can wilt. 

Spend a moment. In honesty, in grace, without 
any hint of blame, consider your capacity for love. 

Be gentle with yourself here. But also be very clear. Avoid any kind of silly 
romanticism by noting the real pressures in your life. Notice how they will 
inevitably impact your ability to care for others.  

Your love is human – of course it is. You are human, and God fashioned you. God 
knows your limitations. So enter a peaceful, quiet moment pondering the limits of 
your love. Rather than letting this meditation descend into a blood-bath of 
contrition let the regrets come forward and turn the regrets into inspiration as you 
rejoice in the God who still cares for you with an unconditional love. 

Return to the theme of our curriculum’s song. In spiritual meditation 

 Consider those who experience mental illness. Cover them in prayer.  

 Consider the partners and family members of those who are ill. Cover 
them in prayer also. Feel the intense pressures at work.  

 Devoutly worship the God of love. You have been commissioned as an 
“instrument of love”. This is your identity and joy.  

 Ponder your own role in family and community as both an instrument of 
love and as a human being with inevitable frailties and limits.  

Christian community roils and froths with all manner of beauty and challenge. Be 
encouraged!! God has asked you to move among it just as you are. 

Give yourself over more and more to a celebration of love. 



Day 16     Manners Can Be Weapons (a warning to communities) 

Continue to reflect on the nature of Christian community. It should be founded on 
a generous and unconditional love that mirrors God’s. Membership in the 
community should be a gift of grace. Members should be sustained in its love. 
This is glorious. But Christian communities can drift. Any community is at risk of 
becoming defined by a set of arbitrary rules (manners). Then, sadly, membership 
in the community no longer hinges on grace, but on compliance with rules. 
Community is no longer defined by love but by arbitrary behavior.  

We know this is how cliques work. This is how the ‘in crowd’ controls thing and 
how ‘inside people’ get deemed more important. Today’s reflection suggests: 

Communities are at risk when manners replace love and grace 

Search back through your memories and recall a place where you felt unwelcome 
because you didn’t know the rules. (Most of us have gone through some of these 
hurtful exclusions.) How did it sit with you? 

The mere fact that there is a right fork at dinner shows exactly how groups define 
themselves in ways that make outsiders squirm. Manners define groups. They 
allow insiders to feel superior. They dismiss outsiders as inferior. Manners are 
never neutral.  

Manners separate.      Manners can be a weapon. 

Fellowship is a vicious contractor, building 
its code of glittering etiquette, cunning means of exclusion. 

[from our curriculum song God Saw ]  

Cliques that run on compliance with manners run contrary to the free-flowing, 
generous, lavish welcome of God. 

Still worse, the fragile people who need community most are often the ones 
who get kicked out!! Etiquette is cunning. It pretends to be civilized. Surely it’s in 
everyone’s best interest to be polite and gentile? But, no. No. No. No. Etiquette is 
almost always created by those who are powerful to keep others out! A genuinely 
civilized community does not exclude people based on compliance with manners. 
Yet time and again in our ministry we encounter people who were told to their face 
they don’t fit in. 

In devout meditation, consider the Christian communities you move in. In all 
sincerity, do any of these gatherings define themselves by etiquette? Would 
everybody really be welcome? A quick response is too easy. Have you seen a 
sign in front of many a church that says, “Everybody Welcome”? Come on now...  

Gently then, without being defensive, hold a mirror up to the groups you attend. 
What little unspoken rules get in the way of holy inclusiveness? What dress code 
gets approval? What behaviour is met with an approving nod or snicker?  

Prayerfully wonder, in your fellowships, are there insiders who know the right 
language, people and conduct? Do others get to sit in a corner?  

Godly community hangs in the balance. 



Interlude  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Jeoffry At Peace     by Erika Baempfer  

In Smart’s poem Jeoffry brings forward many aspects of Christian ministry. Here 
the devout cat is at rest and draws others into a peaceful frame of mind. “For 
nothing is sweeter than his peace when he is at rest.”  

Jeoffry is a spiritual cat; therefore his rest is not just stillness. His rest speaks to a 
deeper inclusion in God – a profound peacefulness – and a rightness of life and 
spirit.  Jeoffry reclines secure in God in spite of the horrific surroundings of this 
home where illness and neglect are fierce. 

For yourself this day – stretch, incline, be Jeoffry, and lean further into God.  

 



Day 17        Maybe   

How can we find each other? It will require a genuine meeting, but too often 
agendas get in the way. It’s a problem raised in our Cat Jeoffry curriculum.  

Imagine you’re all distraught and rightly worked up about some scary event in 
your life. You hope a friend will draw near in support. But then, quick as a flash, 
the friend blurts out: “Do this. Do that!” “You’re fine!” “It’ll all work out!”    Awful.   

Dehumanizing comments like these plague people with mental health problems. 
They try to tell their story and be ‘received’, but get rapidly dismissed by semi-
friends trying to solve them. No wonder they can come to see themselves as a 
mess – to be cleaned up; or a problem – to be solved; an embarrassment – to be 
hidden; a broken thing – to be repaired; a moral flaw – to be reprimanded. 

Spend a moment in sympathetic prayer for anyone trampled by agendas. 

The curriculum’s song, Maybe, encourages agenda-free interactions. These will 
help community members draw together and genuinely find each other.  

So as we meld all down through the years,  
lean my lips full soft on your fears 

The lover has no hasty remedy. He will not cheapen the moment. The couple are 
able to draw close because he is willing simply to kiss the fears of his loved one.  

Ponder this approach. In your time of spiritual reflection take this theme and make 
it personal. Bring forward one of your own frightening concerns. What would it 
mean to have someone care enough about you to draw close and simply kiss 
those fears? Reflect on the spiritual and social implications of this. 

No major, scary life issue can be solved right away. There will be time later on to 
invest energy in remedies. But the initial calling of community-in-Christ is union. 
This requires spiritual discipline and a desire for basic togetherness. The song 
scrambles for imagery. 

Can I rest in your bleary eyes, 
hug you ‘round when your whole skin cries? 

Honestly, are tempted to rush in and solve other people? What would you have to 
give up to be like the lover in the song who initially only craves to rest in the 
beloved one’s fatigue. Is this a foolish approach? Maybe. Still, the singer only 
covets a gentle connection in which he can truly find his loved one.  

Put together a thoughtful prayer for those who feel 
they can fix everything. They hurt people. 

The song goes on: “So in the winding along of our days, I’ll adore you in the midst 
of our maze.” The future – is uncertain. Eventual solutions – will be complicated. 
There is much to be done. But love – is now. 

Today let this agenda-free approach 
percolate through your heart as you encounter friends. 



Day 18        Entering The Face 

Puffed and weary, calling out for love, 
her face could be wonderfully silly-joyful-radiant one minute 

then buckle as wrinkles folded-and-re-and-re-folded under the strain.                     
The face is the expressive centre of every human being. 

Therefore, how the face is met is a crucial test of pastoral care. 

Faces keep coming. They delight or rattle, and place requirements on God’s 
faithful. Faces astonish. Faces wince, and make us wince as well. Faces jar.  

Settle this notion in your heart: Perhaps the only way to cradle a face is with the 
eyes of love. Only love can encounter a face without pressing it out of shape with 
judgment. Mull over faces you meet - achingly beautiful and/or aching.  

In Day 4 you noted that without a loving gaze to protect it a face is at risk. Faces 
take on the nature of the forces that collide with them. Without love the faces of 
those who live in poverty become pulped by all the patronizing words spat at 
them. Vulnerable faces become polished, little more than smoothed orbs, with 
ears and noses rubbed off from all the smooth indifference that comes their way.  

How a community enters the faces of its people is a test of its heart. 

Prayerfully consider: beholding has become a craft. Looking has become a 
Christian trade. Eyes filled with love take on artisan potential as they scan and 
reshape faces. So, a reflection: in the power of your imagination look deeply into 
a face you’ve seen recently. Revisit the contours. But suspend the petty criticism 
faces are often subject to. (This is a powerful spiritual discipline.) Trace any well-
etched lines about the eyes. Now, pause, check how your heart is doing?  

God is glorified as communities spread love. Community is enriched. So continue 
to engage this face. Is it life-beaten, joyful, hostile, or simply glazed over from 
confusion? Take your time. Respect the face (the world may have been all too 
gruff with it). Run your eye over the brow. Honour this face by gently noting how it 
is sculpted. Clear-eyed attentiveness may stimulate pastoral care.  

Worshipfully wonder, has there been any shift in your vision? After bringing the 
eyes of love to bear on this face do you enter it differently? (Love is a work in 
progress.) Having looked closely are you moved to act in a new way?  

Consider this. As you entered this person’s face, has it reshaped your own? 

 Entering a face can result in yours becoming folded by the wrinkles of 
this friend!! Are you okay with this? (Is it part of self-sacrifice?) 

 Has a smile spread over your own face as you lovingly entered the joyful 
visage of another? Has entering a face recreated your own? 

 If loving care is mutually beneficial, do you trust this pastoral approach of 
entering the face to help redefine, recreate and reshape your own face 
when it gets scuffed away by the world? 

Prayerfully reflect on how your own eyes of love will reshape community. 
Go into the rest of the day with this… God is love. 



Day 19        Navigating Inequality in Community 

A homogeneous community is living a lie. People are different – way different. 

“I’ll trade you wallets.”  

This twinkly-eyed and cheeky proposal was put to a team member by a resident. It 
sliced through any pretence of equality. Of course in community some are 
healthier, and wealthier, with greater mobility. Where do you belong in all this? 

Here is even more honesty. It was spoken from a hospital bed. 

“It’s a hard life. It’s a hard life for some of us. 
I’m lucky to be alive. You’re lucky you’re not me.” 

In prayer brave the extremes of these two quotes. Run your hands over life’s 
nettles. Sense the rip tides that threaten to carry life away. Feel the gravel in the 
shoe. Hobble. Then, at the other extreme, note the strawberries and taste the 
cream. Run your fingers over fine linen and satin. Then try to stomach the 
awkwardness of doing well while others are clearly not.  

Gloss is the enemy. Only an honest community 
stands a chance of navigating the uneven terrain of community. 

This is a social/spiritual journey. Press more deeply into the starkly different 
realities above.  (Over time you might well end up at both ends…) Wonder at 
which end of the spectrum it is easier to praise? It might seem easier at the 
‘healthier’, ‘materially richer’ end. But does life usually unfold that way? Where do 
you praise best? You might not be sure. Can we at least be united in uncertainty?  

Life is often desperately uneven in the average church community and its 
neighbourhood. Degrees of wellbeing and (spiritual/material) prosperity threaten 
to pry people apart, and they will, unless a community actively seeks union.   

As you meditate on your call to move freely among people of all conditions, 
consider these words from a friend sitting on the sidewalk asking for money.   

“If you don’t have money right now, okay, but look me in the eye.” 

Time and again people who ask for money on the street have expressed this. 
Sure, money is welcome. However, the key transaction is human kindness. 

There can never be total equality in communities, but to navigate different 
elevations, first, don’t run from them. In any community one crouches, one 
stands; at times, some are even placed on pedestals. Carefully note the different 
status. Second, look each person square in the eyes as an equal. This will allow 
you to move more freely among the differences. Third, Christian integrity 
demands that all community members work for justice. If someone is left 
impoverished to the point of being hurt, or, if someone is being celebrated to the 
point where it hurts communion, then labour to change things. Inequities punish 
people at both ends of the spectrum.  

All people crave connections – just and loving. Consider your navigation. 



Day 20        Memorials 

Nothing grand, except life itself. Nothing majestic, save life in God’s presence. 
Grieving friends gather to remember. A memorial strives to fashion a moment that 
brings alive the intersection of God-deceased-memories-community-and-self.  

Strangely, a memorial tries to 
create a space in which people can live. 

But haven’t we all seen it? The deceased lies in the casket so 
troweled with makeup that people remark, “She never looked better!” 

A good memorial avoids – avoiding. A community driven by grace and love can 
deal with all the wrinkles, warpings, spiritual blemishes and missteps of existence. 
It can rejoice, not because a life was nearly flawless, but because life itself is 
God’s valuable gift. When a memorial is grounded in unconditional love it can 
acknowledge both the deceased’s dim corners and bright triumphs.  

This reflection on memorials can set off emotions across the board! Be kind to 
yourself. God loves you. Now, select a person who is deceased, someone who 
impacted your life strongly. Remember this person! Unpack the memories from 
the attic. See the face, the hands. See the heart and shadows. Worship. 
Communities in Christ have an obligation to recall a deceased person with clear-
eyed truthfulness. Suspend judgment. No life could ever be relentlessly healing 
and positive. The goal is to let the memory hang in front of you like a work of art. 
Memorials are intense spiritual exercises involving both holding on and letting go.   

Surround your memories in loving kindness. 

Press on further. A Christian memorial helps a community focus on the wider 
spiritual/social tapestry of God’s realm. The hymns, readings and shared accounts 
of the deceased’s life may draw members closer to Divine love and may help the 
group see how poignant life is in its beauty and meandering.  

Then gain perspective; Christian community consists of current members –  
it consists of past members, the great line of faith – 

and, in expectation, of those unborn that will join it in heaven. 

Place yourself and this person in that great heritage of God’s children leading 
backward and forward in time. Be gentle with yourself here. You are loved. You 
are a valuable part of God’s grand scheme. Memorials can be an arduous yet 
celebratory gift as they consider life and life eternal. Memorials stretch out our 
lives into wider spiritual horizons. They acknowledge the moment of death. And, in 
faith, they move the community beyond that single moment into a wider realm.   

In today’s reflection you created a small memorial. It may have put you through a 
lot. You have miles to travel yet, so hold faithfully to this – God has gone down 
each road with you.  

Remember, God will not let your own life slip away into nothingness. 
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For I will consider my cat Jeoffry for he is the servant 

of the Living God, duly and daily serving him.  

For at the first glance of the glory of God in the East, 

he worships in his way…  

For having consider’d God and himself he will 

consider his neighbour.    

[Selected lines by Christopher Smart] 

Smart’s beloved friend Jeoffry is presented as the 

quintessential Christian. Each activity of his little cat day is 

dedicated to God. His little cat life is covered in prayer. And so 

being aware of God’s love Jeoffry heads out to consider his 

neighbour. 

Jeoffry’s Day   by Nick Speke 



Day 21      “Crazy Jane Speaks With the Bishop”   W.B. Yeats 1932 

Yeats invites you into a brilliant piece of pure theatre. Along the way he presents a 
rare insight into how communities can listen for spiritual wisdom.  

The stage is set. The Bishop in his finely pressed Irish linen drops by Jane’s 
dwelling. He calls it a foul sty. Not especially flattering, but it gets worse. His grace 
is just warming up. He notes that Jane is aging, sagging and on the brink of death!  
(Nice pastoral skills!!) If Jane wants to make it to heaven – she’d better clean up!   

But Jane is made of tough stuff. She will have none of this antiseptic, judgmental 
drivel. She has better things to say, and speaks in the manner of the wise fool.  

Fair and Foul are near of kin, and fair needs foul 

Jane refuses any simplistic view of existence. Somehow all the strongly opposed 
things in life are strangely close and depend on each other. This demolishes the 
Bishop’s attempt at a Christianity which puts its faith in being all prim and tidy. 
Jane then goes on to confront the Bishop with a love beyond any common love. 

But Love has pitched his mansion in a place of excrement, 
for nothing can be sole or whole that has not been rent 

These are powerful words. Slowly contemplate them; take them in.  

Yeats has drawn you into a theatrical standoff between rather tattered belittled 
Jane and powerful male-dominated religion. Jane stands up for herself and her 
beliefs. She dispenses a raw, rough, indelicate dose of profound spiritual insight. 
The route to heaven will not be through some parish cleanup project. Rather, it will 
be via this “Love” which has chosen to abide, dwell, pitch-a-mansion, in a place of 
foulness. And, there is a reason for this. Within God’s economy nothing can be 
made “whole”, or unified, that is not first of all “rent”, indeed – disembowelled.  

Jane insists that the route to wholeness leads through foul tearing. 

She flings back into the Bishop’s face an image of the cross. 

Reflectively spend time with Jane and perhaps admire both her pluck and spiritual 
insight. Then, gently, benefit yourself from her wisdom. You also have places in 
your life that remain unkempt and painfully fragmented. Claim them. Love has 
pitched a mansion beside you. The poem becomes your very own drama! 

Mull slowly through Jane’s rich creed. Then sift through the inevitable ‘foul sites’ of 
life. We all have them. But within Jane’s wisdom they are not places of 
abandonment and hopelessness. Love resides in these places, and ultimately, by 
grace, tearings can be a route to heaven’s eternal life. Then as you carry her 
radical creed through today let it inform how you interact in community                        

[The next four mediations explore the spiritual wisdom of the outsider.] 



Day 22        I Want My Soul Fulfilled  

 

 

 

 

Sometimes community care is asked to turn on a dime. Give your imagination 
some space: if you were the server how would you reply? Let’s get some bad 
responses out of the way: leave the answer to clergy or the group leader. That 
would be horrid. It implies that God doles out wisdom only to church elite and the 
rest of the mob can just sit and listen. Another bad response: rely on just your own 
spiritual wisdom. You are wise, yes. But don’t place yourself above community.  

Caught off guard you might only manage, “Don’t we all!” And that wouldn’t be too 
bad. Still, press further. What could you say? Whenever there is a sudden change 
in the flow of a community, take a deep breath. Slow it down. No rush. Buy some 
time to weigh the statement. Does it merit attention? How much? The comment 
was made in community. Maybe you could repeat the comment so everyone 
hears, then open the moment to community wisdom? Maybe take time to flesh it 
out a bit, ask: How is the human soul fulfilled? 

 Draw out other responses. (then be nimble among the replies) Some 
comments will be obvious, but no less important for it: spiritual refreshing 
comes through prayer, forgiveness, love, friendship, even good food. 
Souls are refreshed in small doses at a time. 

 The original statement is emotionally charged. Don’t run from the 
intensity. The person who made the comment is in some form of crisis. 
Life is not running smoothly and is short of rewards. Risk releasing the 
sparks. Explore what “lack” lies behind this cry for fulfillment. Don’t pry. 
We’re not counsellors. But, clarify. 

Now a shift – prayerfully place yourself at the heart of the statement. 

 Revisit this plea over the course of today. All people need their souls 
refreshed. Christians are invited to live in a flow of ongoing conversion. 
The original statement is therefore a gift that can draw you back to your 
basic spiritual needs.  

 Approach God in thanksgiving. You have already been richly blessed. 
God has moved in your life. God is good. God loves you. 

 Now consider your own inner spiritual health. Don’t descend into self-
pity. Courageously move between rigour and gentleness as you reflect 
on your personal cry for fulfillment. 

 Explore: where do you find God most readily? What settings nurture your 
spirit and fulfill it: perhaps in private meditation, listening to music, or in 
the joyful hurly-burly of community…? What venues might surprise you 
and offer fulfilment you never expected? Take up the challenge! 

Find your way. The tried and true places of spiritual renewal are valuable. Use 
them. But we all need to take spiritual risks. Going out on a limb requires “going 
out”.  Find an “outsider”, and listen. It might lead you closer to fulfilment. 

Conversations flew about the crowded room as friends shared 
snacks and the pure joy of great company. Then somebody turned 
to a friend and offered a choice of drinks, “What would you like?” 

“I would like my soul refreshed.” 



Day 23        “I Have Everything” 

Hobbling down a stretch of bleak corridor she was leaning on a cane in a place 
where everything tilted towards hollowness. This wonderful gift, this child of God, 
was small, rumpled, cloaked in what little rags had agreed to drape her.  

“I have everything.” 

Let your mind go limp alongside these words. What on earth can they mean? Be 
honest. Do they make any sense? Are they sentimental drivel? Are they a 
hopelessly delusional attempt at finding comfort in the midst of depravation? Or, 
are these words prophetic truth?  Struggle with her words.  

Once, when Jerusalem was under siege, the outlook was grim. Famine was rife. A 
major crisis was only getting worse. Then came words, new every morning…  

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases. His mercies never come to an end. 
They are new every morning, great is your faithfulness. Lam 3:22-23 

Her statement and the scripture passage leave common sense reeling. Are they 
little more than nonsense? Or if the words were gingerly held in the palm of the 
hand, and looked at in wonder, could they open a door into a mystic realm where 
all definitions and values are up for grabs? Move into contemplation.  

 First a prayer for the first speaker: give thanks for the tenacity and 
spiritual insight of this person. Offer thanks for her dramatic statement of faith. It 
has the power to radically overturn conventional economics. Handle with care. 
The words are explosive. Taken as blunt, unpoetic reality, the word ‘everything’ is 
no more than delusional.  

The wonder about the meaning of prophetic words: So, what is this 
“everything”? And what are these “mercies” that arrive fresh every morning?  
Spend time with these raw words that offend common sense. Faithfulness 
‘charges’ words. They become electric. These statements of faith do not remove 
contradictions – they heighten them! Their power lies in contradiction!  

Now, bring it home: Can this prophetic speech alter your own 
language? Could it help you speak your existence in a different way?  

You have also known hard times. You have experienced loss. You have been 
under siege at times! Consider those days: were you able to speak in both 
directions at once – towards the trouble, in plain clear language; and also towards 
a realm beyond reason where words are morphed into wonderful new spiritual 
dimensions?  

Gently ask yourself, are you able to speak about your freedom in the middle of 
life’s confinements? Can you voice your abundance when you face so very few 
options? Visionary words must remain hard to live with. They are prickly and they 
get pushy. They thrive on contradiction and astonishment. Take your time and 
allow them to boil with social and spiritual energy. This is a gift. 

Sometimes the crying out the pain-bearing outsiders 
 can jar our own words into many-layered definitions. 



Day 24        “Why Am I Here?” 

Just as the team of church visitors was leaving the boarding home it met one of 
the residents. There were quiet smiles, and then the resident asked very gently, 
“Why am I here?”  Everyone fumbled the ball. (It happens. No one is perfect, and 
no one has a stain-free track record of brilliant pastoral care.) The team 
responded, “Well, um, you see… when someone has been in the hospital and 
then um needs a place to live, um… and… discharge… house… so that is why.” 

It turned out of course that the resident, this wonderful, amazingly brave, exquisite 
child of the Creator had not been wondering about process! He was asking “How 
come?” Like, “Why on earth…?” did he have to live in such a tenth rate excuse for 
a home! The question was about justice. It was about human worth, and fairness 
and it was all framed in, “Hey, wait a minute – this isn’t right!”  

So, here is the question: why do vulnerable people get treated this way? 

In devout meditation, prayerfully settle once again into God’s love. You are a child 
of the living God. Hold tight to this Love. Now prayerfully grapple with the 
question, why are some people treated better than others? Stare down the 
question. Scroll through the files of human history. In dark corridors all down the 
millennia people have asked this very question, “Why am I here?”  

Grapple with the “Why?”  Are some people just not deemed worth the money? Are 
some blamed for their situation and left to fix it on their own? Are powerful 
power unaware, or, are they just getting away with what they can?  

In these reflections we have seen the importance of 
attending the spiritual insights of people who have been dismissed. 

Their wisdom demolishes sentimentality. This is an intense gift. Sentimentality is 
one of the great enemies of Christianity. It gushes. It sighs. It steers people away 
from the hard slog of working for justice. Sentimentality is confident that ‘decent’ 
people will take charge and make it all better. “No one means to do anything 
hurtful.” “There are no slick predators.” No, the initial question has to be widened 
out so that it confronts realities in society. Why – are people treated like this? 

Now personalize the question of this resident. Tenderly now, bring home the 
WHY. Why are you where you are? Ponder the forces for good and ill that have 
placed you where you are. No one can control all life’s forces, some overwhelm. 
Enter a prayerful moment and consider what winds wild or friendly have directed 
your own life. Your many gifts and diligence have also helped place you where 
you are. Grace has moved in your life. Give thanks, and discern the forces.  

Predators do operate in society. They have hurt many. The willfully inattentive 
have also hurt many. Pray for the slick ones in society and their polished excuses. 
Pray for those who chose to always look the other way. 

This world needs you to bless it right where you are just now. Spread love. And it 
needs you move down new pilgrim roads along which you will become a blessing. 

“Why am I here?” Pray in thanksgiving 
for those little voices which ask such telling questions. 



Day 25        A Transferrable Self-Portrait  

Our ministry commissioned a self-portrait from a resident. It was his gift of outsider 
wisdom and perhaps you can maybe slide into his self-portrait.  

His very dramatic self-portrait runs like this. 

The Cap: He sports the soft felt cap scholars wore in the middle ages. He claims 
wisdom. Good for him. The cap fits well on his head. This is not boastful; it simply 
points to his reality. This wonderful man has been around the block and picked up 
hard-won wisdom along the way. Notice your own cap. Wear it jauntily. 

The Harlequin Coat: His self-portrait shows a highly stylized coat of alternating 
black and white diamonds. Traditionally this is the garb of the Harlequin, the Fool, 
or the Jester. Sadly, he has been cruelly dismissed as a fool. But the Harlequin 
pattern says more. Traditionally the well-honed, piercing quips of the wise fool 
carried dangerous truth. The Fool saw deeper and knew better. The Jester offered 
not only merriment but a political, spiritual, social wisdom so sharp that genuine 
fools were often killed for it.  So, hand in hand with God, notice your own 
diamond coat. Be a jester. Yes. This often untrue world needs more jesters. 

The Swan: On his cheek is the outline of a swan. Really? In his own heraldry the 
swan represents grace and beauty. Now of course if this image was born of pride 
it would be tragic, but here, a humble man sees himself the way God sees him – a 
creature of grace and beauty. This is a splendid statement of faith. (Most of us 
stumble wearily under a nagging, disastrous self-image.) This self-portrait is a 
sparkling spiritual gem from a man too often told he was graceless and of no great 
worth. So, see yourself the way God does!! You also have the brand of the swan 
etched on your cheek. Run your fingers over it. Delight in your new tattoo! 

Shimmy further into portrait. Bring it alive. Take on its character. Use it to 
enliven your community! Set yourself free to interact confidently as one who is 
beautiful in God’s eyes! Be gracious. Dispense grace, and respond in easy-
flowing grace as community comes towards you. Wear the jester garb and 
illuminate your community with radical truth. Pierce hypocrisy with prophetic wit. 
Poke holes in arrogant finery. Burst foolish bubbles.  

Delve even deeper into the portrait. Your outfit speaks to God’s presence and 
your personal worth. Gladly spread your own wisdom, and eagerly receive 
insights from others.  

Let all this refresh your worship and build new relationships.   

Your new outfit points to the grace, wisdom and beauty urgently needed by all 
humanity. Let it deepen your communion. Slip into the cap, coat and tattoo!   

Nice outfit 



Day 26        Easing Through The Creeds 

“Here, lemme tell you what I believe…” In any gathering you ever attend 
Christians will brandish a bouquet of creeds. Even within the same denomination 
there will be differences. And when you factor that community-in-Christ will also 
include members of other Christian backgrounds, eras, intensities and fixations 
and then the span of creeds gets very wide indeed. Add in people of other faith 
expressions and your community will spray out a veritable volcano of creeds. 

In a gentle spirit, approach different beliefs with care. Wonder respectfully as you 
listen. Community will always be a many-speckled canvas. 

Take a stilled moment. Thumb through some memories. Recall creeds you have 
brushed up against. View each one with caution since no one holds total truth. Yet 
be open, because we all have much to learn. Then importantly, view the believer 
with delight, since come what may your own belief is that this person is a child of 
the most high God and a treasure in the Divine eye.  

Assembled in Jesus – we are different. 

Communities are frequently on the edge of disintegration. Special interest groups 
form. Barriers go up all too easily. We’ve seen it. How can we hold together as a 
caring assembly regardless of different shades of creed? Sometimes it is 
suggested that a group try to find ‘common ground’ and base their union on that. I 
fear that is largely a waste of time since there may be slim pickings. Indeed, 
diversity of belief should be expected. A gathering with a uniform creed is bland, 
tiresome, dehumanizing and likely rooted in a dictatorship. Avoid it! Point out 
diversity. Don’t hide it. People believe as they believe.   

Here is perhaps a way to engage the creeds. In great respect of members, 
wonder about where to begin as you engage creeds. What if a community agreed 
that its starting-point creed was a belief in love? Based in love the community 
could genuinely embrace all its members, and work from there.  

Be stilled again in reflection. A starting point of love might… 

o let you be liberated in mystery. The invisible God is mysterious. 
Unfathomability is one of the Divine’s deepest traits. It is a blessing. God 
is ‘other’; this is what ‘holy’ means. Find freedom in mystery.  

o let you love the great mystery of your neighbours. Only stereotypes can 
be known fully. Flesh and blood humanity is full of unseen currents and 
swells. Members of your community cannot be trivialized or reduced to 
little cut out characters which are no more than shells.  
 

To approach community in this way does not mean giving in to any old belief 
system. It is not selling out. No two people ever totally share identical beliefs.  
 
When love is the starting point creed a community can mature as it lets members 
express themselves among truth-and-new-truth-and-discernment as it constantly 
refines belief. 
 

Community matures as love encounters difference. 



Day 27        Paradox 

The dark lets you see how the captives set you free. 
[From the song Paradox Boogie:  Cat Jeoffry Curriculum] 

Die to live, give to receive, lose a life to find it. Stunningly, it is the humble get 
exalted, first are last and persecuted blessed. Paradox permeates Christianity. 

In the previous five devotions we considered the probing questions and profound 
insights of those who have too often been pushed aside. It is one of God’s great 
paradoxes that those who have been brutally dismissed as fools can teach.  

Team members in homes have found new life rising from various paradoxes: 

 Where life is fragmented – they find wonderful union 
 Where life reels from illness and poverty – they find peace 
 Where life is pressed and oppressed – spirits can soar 
 Where life is dominated by illness – it can lead to healing 

Paradoxical blessings never require the faithful to ignore harsh realities. 

Paradoxical blessings can rise in the middle of horrid settings precisely 

because Christians face harshness head on and feel grace move through it. 

 

We know God blesses in various ways. Sunshine ushers in joy and it can result in 
praise. Fantastic. When things are joyful, be joyful. Seek out joy. Enjoy life. 
Wonderful! Christian communities need these straightforward blessings!!  

However, communities in Christ miss out  
on so much without paradoxical blessing. 

Pray through this, it has been pointed out, Jesus was glory itself – born into 
poverty; the dwelling place of all the faithful – yet was homeless. He embodied 
utter freedom – and was pinned down. He was life itself – and died. 

Spend a moment in praise of Jesus, for he 
willingly entered dark caverns in order to bring light. 

Prayerfully wonder where a quest 
for paradoxical blessing will lead you. 

In stillness now, in company with the Holy Spirit, consider the world’s dank 

caverns. Affliction drips relentlessly. Note the ripples in the pools. God’s finger has 

dipped into the pools and stirs them. Grace is moving. Are you there?   

Are you there? Return to this question again and again today. Much of your 

pilgrimage hinges on it. Our ministry holds paradoxical blessing as an essential 

experience in Christian community. Are you there with paradox? This is not a cute 

philosophical premise. Are you there in dark/light-giving places?  Are you there? 

Grace flows in God-touched caverns where humans eke out an existence.                

Are you there? 



Interlude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

The House   by Carol Westcott 

Which home spreads the best and brightest welcome? In the 

spirit of paradox, it is the madhouse which opens its door 

open and leaves the lights on. The welcoming glow of this 

home even colours the snow. It offers shelter when other 

houses remain shuttered and dim.  

Time and again church visitors to boarding homes are blessed 

as grace moves in paradox. A place that the world imagines is 

mired in darkness spreads light. A place where humanity is 

all too rejected spreads lavish hospitality.   

 



Day 28        Pilgrim Gargoyles 

Scaly dragons clamber up beside the pulpit. Trapped figures peer out of barred 
windows carved into church columns. Grimacing folk with toothaches groan in 
misery above the faithful. (Wells Cathedral has, count ‘em, eleven carvings of 
luckless peasants with sore teeth.) Here is the church. Giants swallow victims 
whole. Contorted faces mock beside the altar. Human figures prance on cloven 
hooves. It’s all a nightmare. Welcome to the church. Bernard of Clairveaux said 
we should blush at such absurdities or at least regret the money spent on them. 
Perhaps, but whatever else is said about gargoyles they point to this: the world is 
not right. The world is not settled. Pilgrims have not arrived – yet.  

Dare it be said? Gargoyles provide a model for pilgrims. In lightness of 

spirit, with a measure of liberating cheekiness: become a gargoyle… 

In these meditations you have travelled many a bumpy road and 
bravely faced issues of justice, compassion and community care. 
You’ve explored Christian joy and human affliction. Now, nearing the 
end, here is a fanciful meditation that might liberate your community. 

All communities are tempted to think of themselves as ‘settled’ and 
‘permanent’. But Christian communions are not secure, except in the love of 
Christ. Christian communities cannot be places of ‘settlement’.  

Communities, and the Christians within them, are vapours. Christian pilgrims 
are at risk of losing this transitory identity if they do not live “unsettled” in 
the world. Christians can end up stagnant, and wedded to a passing world.  

So keep your Christian life ‘on the move’, and, ‘somewhat uneasy’. 

Before you read any further, prayerfully immerse yourself in your own pilgrim 
nature. You are loved, here and now, just where you are. And you are destined for 
heaven’s banquet. Rejoice. Relish your unsettled-eventually-settled identity. 

Now, with a liberal pinch of salt (as one would use with any grand commission) 
prayerfully imagine your calling to be an impish gargoyle. Poke out from behind 
a pew if somebody thinks they have fully arrived – food’s in the freezer, money’s 
in the bank, kids are in med school, cat’s been doctored, even the goldfish has life 
insurance – pull open your dragon jaws, show your fangs and threaten to devour! 

If church members swagger in their accomplishments say you’re having trouble 
getting sneakers for your cloven hooves. If some congregation looks all too 
comfortable in its plans for the future – pull up your cuffs and show your scaly 
legs! Put itching powder on choir stalls! Add goldenrod to the plastic altar flowers!  

Yes!! 

Like Jesus in his ministry, your community needs to remain largely homeless. 

Christian assemblies will be richly blessed as they amble 
along – faithful, songful, gargoyle-like, and always arriving.  



 
Interlude  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Jeoffry on a Dresser    by Lindsay A. Veh 

Brilliantly, this painting could adorn a child’s room, 

or hang in the narthex of any church. 

Jeoffry is God’s emissary in the madhouse. He embodies Christian care 

with his joy, compassion and dancing. He is both in the world with all 

its tatters, but somehow he is also above the world as he listens to 

God’s music and receives God’s love.  

The painting’s message is astonishingly hopeful.                                        

It could well adorn a narthex and motivate                                                              

Christians as they head out into the world. 



Day 29        Go In Weakness 

She was being rudely cut up for not having a job. Her reply…  

“I pray a lot, and I try to bring God to 
the surface so God can help people.” 

Barring a miracle, this child-of-the-Creator will never hold a conventional job. Her 
horizons are crimped by serious illness and she has little meaningful relationship 
with the Gross National Product. But her labour is this: to prayerfully bring God to 
the fore so that the very world which criticizes her might be blessed. Good work!   

This Christian was often powerless. Yet strangely, in weakness, she was strong. 

Therefore I am content with weaknesses, insults, 
hardships, persecutions, and calamities for the sake of Christ; 
for whenever I am weak, then I am strong. 2 Corinthians 12:10 NRSV 

There were times when Paul had little else than weakness on his résumé. Maybe 
you can relate! What a world! But don’t totally despair. Perhaps his confession 
leads to a new way of living. Weakness spares God’s children from messiah 
complexes, and in God’s hands weakness can rejuvenate.  

Quietly, in a generous spirit, pray among your own weaknesses. 

Stroll among them, aware of God’s presence.  

Discern among your weaknesses. Some might need to be warred 
against. We can all improve and strengthen various actions. Other 
weaknesses are simply part and parcel of being human. We cannot be 
all-powerful. So gently discern among your various expressions of 
powerlessness, and draw encouragement from the God who loves you. 

In a moment of stilled meditation, ask what might change in your heart 
and in your mind so that you may: 1) accept understandable 
weaknesses; and then, 2) freely welcome God into them.  

Some more encouragement: “I feel inadequate, and accepted.” 

This glorious expression of community living came from a team member. This 
quote starts off being wonderfully honest. There is no hesitation here; the team 
member openly admits being overwhelmed by community! Yes. Nobody is fully 
adequate for community living. And then, something brilliant! Along with feeling 
inadequate the team member feels accepted. This is brilliant. A loving community 
accepts human inadequacy. 

So, slowly then, journey deeper into her words. In a prayerful moment drift back to 
a time when you also felt inadequate. How did that go?!  Have you still got the 
scar tissue? Or, did love triumph?   

Inadequate and accepted - very nice.                                                                    
For today then, off you go!       Go in your weakness. 



Interlude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat Jeoffry Church School Curriculum 

Two views of Jeoffry   by Olivier Martini 

Here is Jeoffry in two poses. In one he is a whole lot 
alarmed. The fur is up. The eyes are wide.  Entering the 
madhouse would not have been easy. 

Then also, we have Jeoffry presented as the coolest of 
dudes in his shades and attitude. This is a cat ready for 
action. The show must go on, and it will! 

When you face pressured situations can you find 
yourself in both images? Startled and able!  

God is with you on the journey. 



Day 30        Great Sunglasses! 

Well now, here’s a charming and virile rendering of Jeoffry. Olivier presents two 
images of Christopher Smart’s beloved cat (see the interlude above). The one on 
the right shows Jeoffry in his cuteness. He’s wide-eyed, adorable. This drawing 
could easily hang in a child’s room. But while he’s cute there is a deeper side. 
Perhaps he is glassy-eyed with his fur on end because of fright. The madhouse he 
would enter sported poverty, rats and neglect. His fur really is standing up!  

In the second image Jeoffry is the cool-dude. Check out the shades! Lips are 
pursed. Jaw is set. This is a cat on a mission! Strong, taking charge, he will get 
the job done! Enjoy the drawing. Now bring the two messages home.    

o The goal of these meditations has been to encourage new Christian 
communities. That can seem daunting. New surroundings can be 
unsettling. Change is not always easy. Even further, for some people the 
idea of nurturing Christian community among those who experience 
mental illness could set some people’s fur on end! But slow it down… 

o Bring it all before God. Move at a measured pace. God is with you, God 
loves, God ranges in community.  God calls humanity into loving unions 
of peacemaking and joy. God is always the starting point. Let God’s 
companionship affirm you and motivate you. 

Spend a prayerful moment refreshing yourself in the love of God. 

o Once more, go at a cautious pace. Those who experience mental health 
problems are simply human. They are not horrid or more harmful than 
anyone else. Reject the stereotypes. Toss them. People who experience 
illness will bless and inform a community. They are a gift. 

o Again, move slowly. Consider yourself as little Jeoffry with his eyes as 
wide as soup plates. Indeed, new challenges are daunting. Meeting new 
friends can be unnerving. Okay. Get a bit wide-eyed from time to time!  

o Spend a moment noting the various issues that make you uneasy about 
forming new communities in Christ: what do I say, or do; what if I can’t 
face up to illness and hurt; what if I don’t seem wise or holy enough?  

Now spend a prayerful moment fortifying yourself in the love of God. 

o Now you are Jeoffry on the left. In Smart’s poem this feline can dance to 
any tune going, and battle the foe. He worships, prays, takes on the 
vermin and spreads comfort. He gets the job done! Jeoffry looks very 
much like some Blues musician set for a gig! The show must go on and it 
will! Jeoffry’s got a firm-set mouth and his ears are perked up!  

o Make this image personal. Can you also express confidence in the face 
of community challenges? The confidence would be based in Christ-with-
us, not self-pride. Life is hard. Blues play rough. Devoutly then, consider 
your own role as Blues Cat Jeoffry. You could well be anxious as you 
nurture new Christian communities, but you are more…  

“Alarmed!” and “Able!” 
Claim both images of Jeoffry. They liberate.  

Great sunglasses! 



Day 31        Encouragement  

 “What will become of us without encouragement?” 

A resident raised the alarm! Community without encouragement is truly alarming! 

Nurturing Christian encouragement is no small endeavour. It takes on risk and 
laughter; beauty and fear, longing and impossibility, and trusts in God. Christian 
community feels the brush of Spirit. It notes the scowl of powers that discourage.  

Bless you for taking on these meditations and their sprinkled interludes. There 
have been various goals, to glorify God as Christians build community, to raise 
awareness of mental health issues, and also, to raise awareness of the powers in 
church and society which try to keep us apart.  

Slowly then, and devoutly, examine the flow of powers in your church community 
and in the neighbourhood around it. Pray through them. Negative forces often well 
up and can flood the joy out of the day. The wellbeing of humanity is at risk.  

In the face of all this Christian encouragement must be more than ‘happy, happy’. 
 

Christian encouragement is the bold affirmation of God-among-us even 
in the face of forces that would squash life out of those who are vulnerable. 

Move into stilled reflection on God’s desire to draw humanity together in love. 
Ponder your own crucial role in nurturing holy community. 

Now, honestly, what worries you about nurturing community-in-Christ?  

 Are you worried you aren’t gifted enough; that you don’t have the ‘clever’ 
things to say; that you don’t even know where to begin? 

 Are you concerned in case you get called a religious zealot? 

 Are you scared that you don’t have all the proper theological terms and 
prayers and speeches and prepackaged blessings you will need? 

 Are you frozen in place because your love might not be strong enough?  

Let God’s presence filter through any concerns you have. Perhaps as you turn 
them all over to God you might find yourself bolstered. You are in that long line of 
the faithful who have courageously moved out in their jitters to form holy 
communions. Be yourself-in-Christ! 

Encourage new life and be encouraged!! Christian community is that intense, 

beautiful, volatile, fruitful, peaceful, urgently needed mix of God and self and 

neighbour that promotes life. Be encouraged! Hold hands with your community. 

Hold on tight. Build venues where drifting humanity can be lovingly encouraged! 

Christian encouragement rises before you. It is the joyful, songful, praiseful, 

diligent, rigorous, exhausting, exhilarating, exasperating, exquisite, exalting, 

and disciplined application of a belief: God-is-among-us.  

Be encouraged! Be encouraging! 


